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Apps and tools for analysts

Our workspace, with non-technical apps and national

data coverage,

supports recruiting and retention, investment, and policy and

planning projects.
Built for storytelling
As an analyst with multiple projects and deadlines, your time is best spent on understanding scenarios and what the
model output says about the situation, not on setting model input parameters and reading training manuals. We
built a regional economic modeling engine and then put it in the background to churn out economic impact and
contribution data that analysts can mine to tell a story of how a policy or investment affects the local economy and
workforce. It's all there to help unfold the story waiting to be told. Want to compare local areas? You have access to
national data at the county level. Want to understand how a 'buy local' trading pattern compares to patterns based
on relative industry locations or current commodity flows? We give
you the option. Want to go even deeper after analyzing roll-up data?
We give you access to all the raw model output files in CSV format
so you can dive in with the data tools of your choice.

Play with the output,
tell the story.

The early practitioners of regional science understood the value of
accounting for economic impacts round-by-round rather than in total
through the Leontif inverse, tracking each demand-supply transaction
back through the supply chain and forward through the spending of
income by households. We think this accounting has value too,
especially when providing impact estimates that have no confidence
interval. Regional input-output models give approximations of impacts, or what we call pro forma impacts. To
have confidence that these impacts are realized, it's necessary to ground-truth the results. That's why we provide a
listing of the largest transactions that affect the impact, so you can ground-truth the transactions and feel
confident in the numbers you provide to decision-makers.
Visit decisioncommerce.com for more information

Model “buy

local” trading patterns with supply limits on local

purchasing, resulting in feasible

economic impact targets for even

large projects.
Your own portal
We set up a portal for you that includes access for up to three analysts from your organization. You can analyze
impacts for an unlimited number of economic development incentive cases, obtain economic contribution reports
for industries or facilities in your region, create unlimited number of multi-criteria planning scenarios, download
multiplier datasets, and since you have access to our full national dataset, you can compare your region with other
regions in the U.S. In addition to our economic accounting apps, we can customize our spreadsheet and graphic tools
based on your specs to give you a personalized set of online data viewing tools for your organization.

Workspace features
●

National data coverage included

●

Regional economic impact app

●

Industry contribution app

●

Multiplier maps and datasets

●

Multi-criteria decision analysis app

●

Workbooks packed with income,
industry, workforce, imports, energy,
emissions, and top connections data

State-specific energy

parameters

account for regional differences in

climate and fuel mix.
Economic accounting

Download raw model output files in

Economic accountants collect, analyze, and present data to

CSV format

improve economic performance. We designed our apps

●

Edit local industry data

specifically for this purpose – supporting processes,

●

Custom data viewing and graphing

improving performance.

●

capabilities

Our apps are at
https://decisioncommerce.com.
No registration required. Just go.
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